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Fields experiments are the gold standard for
causal inference in real-world settings, but:

• Practical challenges

• Money

• Time

• Access

• Event already happened

• Ethical problems
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If we can’t run a field experiment, how can we
estimate a causal effect in a real-world
setting?

• Instrumental variables

• Something external causes as-if random variation in a

treatment of interest

• Differences-in-differences

• Treatment status varies among units across time (e.g.

some states legalize marijuana in the last 10 years,

others do not)

• Regression discontinuity design

• Treatment is assigned by a rule-based threshold (e.g.

you can vote on your 18th birthday onward, but not the

day before)
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Some classic instrumental variables examples
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What are the causes of differences in income
across countries?

• Can we find a causal explanation for the big drivers of

income differences?

• Acemoglu et al. (2001) hypothesize that “strong”

institutions cause long-term economic development

• Weak (colonial) institutions are extractive:

• Little protection of private property

• No checks and balances on government

• Small colonial footprint

• Strong (colonial) institutions mimick Europe:

• Protection of private property

• Checks and balances in government

• Larger settler colonies (US, Canada, Australia)
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   Problem

• The strength of institutions will be due to a large number

of factors that are themselves causes of economic

development

• We cannot simply try to find all of the controls

• We can try, but we will likely fail

• So how can we get exogenous variation in the strength of

institutions?

• Seems impossible, no? Institutions are not randomly

assigned.
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   Solution: Settler mortality

• Some colonies had higher mortality rates due to yellow

fever and malaria

• Thus Europeans:

• Created weak extractive institutions where Europeans

were more likely to die from disease

• Created strong property-protecting institutions where

European were less likely to die from disease

• The consequence: The disease environment (as-if)

randomly assigned weak institutions to some places, and

strong institutions to others
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Do protests cause an increase political support
in an election?

• Did the 2009 Tea Party protests increase support for

Republicans?

• Simple question, but how can we get a causal answer?
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Problem

• Protest turnout in a given city will be a function of

existing support for Republican candidates

• Using regression with controls probably won’t be

believable

• How do we get exogenous (i.e. as-if random) variation in

protests?

• Seems impossible because protests are not randomly

located
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Solution: Rainfall

• Whether it rains on the day of a protest can be thought

of as-if random

• If it rains, a protest might get cancelled in some places

(or at least fewer people will attend)

• The consequence: Rainfall as-if randomly assigns protests

to some places, but not to others
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When it rains, it pours...
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Instrumental variables: The basic idea

• An “exogenous” variable (the instrument) causes as-if

random variation in your “endogenous” variable (your

variable of interest, i.e. what you think of as the

“treatment”)

• Importantly, the instrumental variable must only affect

the outcome through your variable of interest

• This is called the exclusion restriction, which will discuss

a bit more in just one second
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We then get the following set of connections

• “Reduced form”: the effect of your instrumental variable

on the outcome

• “First stage”: the effect of your instrumental variable on

the endogenous variable

• “Second stage”: the instrumented effect of your

endogenous variable on the outcome
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   Two-stage least squares (2SLS)

First stage predicts the variation in the endogenous variable Xi

that is caused by the instrumental variable Zi :

Xi = β0 + β1Zi + ϵi (1)

Second stage then calculates the effect of X̂i (the variation

caused by the instrument) on the outcome:

Yi = δ0 + δ1X̂i + γi (2)
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Assumptions

• Independence (exogeneity)

• There is a causal effect of Zi on Xi

• Put differently, Zi causes as-if random variation in Xi

• Relevance

• The instrument is strongly predictive of the endogenous

variable

• An F-statistic greater than 10

• Montonicity..

• Exclusion restriction...
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Montonicity

Under two-sided non-compliance:

• Compliers

• Never-takers

• Always-takers

• Defiers

Monotonicity means there are no defiers:

• Binary IV: No one who is treated does the opposite of the

expected

• Continuous IV: Xi only increases (or only decreases) as Zi

increases
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Exclusion restriction

Zi has an effect on Yi only through its effect on Di (i.e. “E”

in the diagram, the endogenous variable)
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One must strongly justify the “exclusion
restriction”

• You need to give good theoretical reasons why your

instrument only affects the outcome through the

endogenous variable

• Instrumental variables approach are often a tough sell:

people will immediately try to find reasons why the

exclusion restriction might be violated
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Example...
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How do I know if I have a good instrument?

It’s weird.
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It’s weird, continued:
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What would be the most ideal instrument?

• If the instrument were truly assigned at random and only

operated through the endogenous variable

• We’ve actually looked at this last time: the Complier

Average Causal Effect (CACE) in Gerber & Green (2003)

• Assignment to treatment is an instrument for receiving a

door-to-door get-out-the-vote message

• We know that it causes variation in receiving a message,

because the authors designed the experiment

• And the exclusion restriction almost surely holds (unless

you get overly creative with other paths)
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Does the exclusion restriction hold?

• Pretty easy to justify the exclusion restriction in an

experiment

• But what about rainfall?

• Or temperature?

• Or having 2 children of the same gender (effect of

children on whether women work)

• Or 3G rollout (on voting for a populist)

• Or settler mortality? ...
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Acemoglu et al. (2003) justify their exclusion
restriction
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   Lastly: Instrumental variables estimate a local
average treatment effect

• It is the causal effect on Yi by the part of Xi that is

causally affect by your instrumental variable

• e.g. The effect of being assigned to treatment on the

type of people who would open their door for canvassers.

• e.g. The effect of attending a 4th of July celebration on

the type of person who would stay or not stay home if it

rained

• Useful to think about conceptually when you consider

how generalizable a finding is
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Exercise example
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Exercise example: Does being sent to jail for
a misdemeanor cause a decrease in voter
turnout?

• Doing time in jail is a memorable negative contact with

the government that discourages further contact with the

state

• Disrupts economic and family life

• But the type of people sent to jail are different from

those who aren’t, so how can we get at the causal effect?
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Instrumental variables strategy

• Defendants are sent at random in many courthouses to

see a different judges who decide cases

• Some judges are harsher in sentencing than others

• Thus being as-if randomly sent to a harsher judge

increases one’s probability of being sent to jail

• Harshness of judge → Jail → Voting
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Exercise solutions
# Reproduce TABLE 2

## i.e. the naive OLS assuming no confounding with controls

## Does a jail sentence mean less likely to be registered/vote?

model_1_table_2 <- lm(vote2012 ~ jail , data = D)

model_2_table_2 <- lm(vote2012 ~ jail + voterYOB + black + male , data = D)

model_3_table_2 <- lm(vote2012 ~ jail + voterYOB + black + male + jail * black ,

data = D)



Exercise solutions
# TABLE 3 in the article

# First stage (basic OLS: linear probablity model)

# What is the first stage of the regression?

# Recall that the idea is that defendents end up, as-if random , in front of

# some judges who are harsh , and others who are lenient.

# Thus the probability that a defendent is sentenced to jail time is a

# consequence of how harsh the judge is who he or she ends up being sentenced by

# What is the outcome variable? What is the instrument?

# Note: also include "fyear" in the regression. This just controls for the year

# in which a defendent is before the judge

# Think about this regression? What is it trying to predict?

model_first_stage_table_3 <- lm(jail ~ crtjailavg1 + fyear , data = D)

# Null model

# Fit the same model , but _without_ the instrument included (i.e. just fyear)

model_first_stage_null <- lm(jail ~ fyear , data = D)



Exercise solutions
# Instrumental variables

# Here we are fitting the full instrumental variables model.

# The idea is that a person is as-if randomly assigned to a judge

# That assignment increases or decreases the probability that a defendent is put

# in jail

# Being put in jail then affects whether someone votes or not.

# Thus we are assuming the relationship is as follows:

# judge leniency (the IV) -> jail (the endogeneous variable) -> voting in 2012

# Put the first stage variables to the right of the |

# Put the second stage variables to the left of the |

# fyear should be in both the first and second stage

model_iv_table_3 <- ivreg(vote2012 ~ jail + fyear | crtjailavg1 + fyear ,

data = D)



Exercise solutions
# TABLE A23 in the Supplementary Information & Figure 2 in the article

# The table is in the SI, but it is the main finding (the just graphs it)

# Instrumental variables regression with an interaction

# Run a first stage regression , and a 2-stage regression , as above

# But in the first stage include an interaction between

# the instrument , black , and fyear

model_first_stage_figure_2 <- lm(jail ~ crtjailavg1 * fyear * black , data = D)

# In the instrumental variables model , include an interaction between the

# instrument and "black"

model_iv_figure_2 <- ivreg(vote2012 ~ jail + fyear + black + jail * black |

crtjailavg1 + fyear + black + crtjailavg1 * black ,

data = D)
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